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Annex D – Funnel plots for the assessment of the publication bias
1. **WAZ comparing early introduction with later introduction of CFs**

   ![Weight-for-age z-score (WAZ)](image)

2. **Attained weight comparing early introduction with later introduction of CFs**
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3. **L(H)AZ comparing early introduction with later introduction of CFs**
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4. **BMI z-score comparing early introduction with later introduction of CFs**
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5. Chance of being obese comparing early introduction with later introduction of CFs
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6. Chance of being at least overweight comparing early introduction with later introduction of CFs
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7. **Eczema and CFs – general population – comparing early introduction with later introduction**
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8. **Eczema and CFs – at risk group – comparing early introduction with later introduction**
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**Abbreviations**

- BMI: body mass index
- CF: complementary food
- L(H)AZ: length (height)-for-age z-score
- WAZ: weight-for-age z-score